Meet the Coordinators

**Program Coordinator**
Max Wilderman
B.S ’22 M.S ’23
**Major:** Bioengineering
**Clubs:** Biomedical Engineering Society, Engineering World Health, Syracuse University Volunteer Organization, Engineering Excelerators
**Interests:** Music, Football, Lacrosse, Making Hot Sauce, Research, Volleyball
**Email:** mmwilder@syr.edu

**Outreach Coordinator**
Grace Haas
B.S ’23
**Majors:** Bioengineering, Neuroscience
**Clubs:** Syracuse University Outdoors Club, Biomedical Engineering Society, Alpha Omega Epsilon, Engineering World Health, Engineering Excelerators
**Interests:** Singing, Reading, Going on walks, Eating chocolate
**Email:** grhaas@syr.edu

**Ed Smith Site Coordinator**
Alexandria Hiller
B.S. ’23
**Major:** Civil Engineering
**Clubs:** Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority, Society of Women Engineers, American Society of Civil Engineers, Kappa Theta Pi Professional Technology Fraternity
**Interests:** Skiing, Volleyball, Cooking, Painting
**Email:** arhiller@syr.edu

**Hillside Site Coordinator**
Madi Weinmann
B.S ’23
**Major:** Chemical Engineering
**Clubs:** University 100 Tour Guide, Hillel Jewish Student Union, Women’s Empowerment Project, Kappa Alpha Theta
**Interests:** Skincare, Watching sketch comedy, Twitter enthusiast, Eating bagels
**Email:** msweinma@syr.edu
**Lincoln Site Coordinator**  
Jared Welch  
B.S ’23  
**Major:** Electrical Engineering  
**Clubs:** Kappa Theta Pi Professional Technology Fraternity, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Society of Physics Students  
**Interests:** Basketball, Football, Soccer, Skiing, Barnacle Boy Cosplayer, Professional Comedian  
**Email:** jwwelch@syr.edu

---

**H.W. Smith Site Coordinator**  
Erin O’Donnell  
B.S ’25  
**Major:** Chemical Engineering  
**Clubs:** Engineering Ambassadors  
**Interests:** Hiking, Reading, Swimming, Making mochi  
**Email:** erodonne@syr.edu

---

**Grant Site Coordinator**  
Ella Brink  
B.S ’25  
**Majors:** Computer Science, Neuroscience  
**Clubs:** Engineering Ambassadors  
**Interests:** Watching movies, Hiking, Karaoke, Making Pasta  
**Email:** embrink@syr.edu